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1 Premise

Two relatively recent, bioinformatically-oriented, experimental methods for monitoring immune
response have demonstrated significant results. Application of these methods to tracking the B cell
response to novel HIV immunogens could provide insight into the development of vaccines capable
of eliciting bNAb response.

The first, more established, method, BCR seq, records the clonality and diversity of the B
cell repertoire through NGS sequencing of antibody V regions. The second, Ig seq, applies liquid
chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS2), to affinity-purified subsets of circulating
antibodies to determine their amino acid composition. Key difference between Ig seq and con-
ventional proteomic analysis are: (1) the use of affinity purification during sample preparation to
limit proteins to be resolved to a polyclonal mix of antibodies with specific affinity (2) the use of
a database that enumerates the individual’s B cell repertoire, previously derived by BCR seq, in
resolving peptide fragments.

Figure 1: Schematic outline of Ig seq and BCR seq experiments. Image from [LHGI15].

The two methods are summarized graphically in Figure 1 [LHGI15]. In combination, these
methods can provide data about naive B cell activation in response to immunogen, affinity mat-
uration of activated B cells and circulating serum antibodies. Various alternatives sources of cell
input to are possible, the simplest being unsorted peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs).

Though the possible contribution of these methods is compelling, significant confounding factors
obfuscate the data obtained: (1) the overall B-cell repertoire in individuals has been estimated at
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over 106 distinct clones and PBMC-based samples will only contain small fractions of plasmablasts
or memory B cells; (2) error and bias are introduced in the PCR, 5’ RACE and reverse transcription
steps needed for BCR seq library preparation as well as in the actual sequencing step (3) peptide-
based identification of circulating Ig is hampered by conserved, shared regions and contaminants.
In short, BCR seq and Ig seq experiments initially yield a flood of error-prone data and careful,
statistically-based, data analysis is required to extract meaningful signal. Nevertheless, these meth-
ods appear to provide the best currently available option for monitoring B cell ontogeny and, in
combination with conventional structural studies, guiding rational design of immunogens.

The two sections that follow describe each method in more detail and the last section discusses
their potential contribution to HIV immunization research. The general experimental work flow
would be to extend preliminary immunogenicity assays, such as reported in the recent Journal of
Biological Chemistry paper [MMY+14], with blood draws at appropriate intervals and then apply
established protocols for BCR seq and Ig seq analysis.

2 BCR seq

Application of NGS-sequencing of B cell receptors to the estimation of immunological parameters
has evolved rapidly since the initial 2009 reports from the Fire, Quake and Pons laboratories
[BMM+09, GZB+09, WJW+09] and is now a well-established immunological tool. The technique
has been applied to diverse applications including mAb discovery [RGM+10], repertoire census of
the overall B cell population [GZB+09, WJW+09] and of specific B cell subsets, including memory
B cells [VSW+13].

For the purpose described here, experiments focusing on immunization-induced changes in size
and diversity of the B cell population are most on point as recently reviewed by Galson et al.
[GPTK14], including nearly a dozen reports focused on HIV-targeted immunization. A number of
parameters need be determined in planning immunization-related BCR seq experiments.

Cell source Though all B cells express antibodies as cell-surface receptors, experimental access to
different B cell subsets is hampered by physiology: terminally differentiated B cells responsible
for secretion of soluble Ig reside in bone marrow. PBMC samples are readily accessible but
limit the fraction of observable plasmablasts and memory B cells. Once a cell source has been
determined, a secondary question is whether to FACS-sort cells to restrict the subset to to
be sequenced to those expressing specific cell surface markers.

gDNA or mRNA Sequencing can be applied directly to cellular DNA or to mRNA-derived cDNA
depending on whether cell clonality or expression levels of specific Ig sequences are of inter-
est. Different but complimentary information is obtained from the two experiments and,
particularly in early-stage calibration, it seems advisable to measure both and correlate the
results.

VH or paired VH :VL The CDR H3 segment within the heavy chain variable region has been
shown to be the most important determinant of Ig affinity [XD00]. However, for some HIV
bNAbs, other Ig regions have been shown to play a critical role. For example, CDR H2
contacts are crucial in the VRC01 class targeting the HIV CD4 binding site [KM12]. Infor-
mation about VH :VL pairing is lost during sequence amplification and sequencing. However
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recently-developed methods enable tracking of endogenous pairs via either single-cell amplifi-
cation techniques [DKR+15] or post-sequencing phylogenetic similarity [ZOY+13]. Recovery
of VH :VL pairing can significantly complicate data preparation and analysis and seems worth-
while only if required.

Primer selection and barcodes Discerning post-immunization changes in sequence and clonal-
ity is hampered by myriad confounding factors: the fraction of B cells of the desired class
accessible via PBMC sampling and bias introduced through possible under-sampling; the
error rate and type of error characteristic of the NGS sequencing technology chosen; errors
and bias introduced by reverse transcription, 5’RACE and PCR amplification during library
preparation.

Three methodological improvements recently introduced by Christopher Vollmers and workers
in a study of post-immunization memory B cell changes [VSW+13] are of value in reducing
spurious variation: (1) barcoding of individual mRNA molecules during initial amplification
to enable accumulation of base calls across multiple reads of the same mRNA towards a
consensus sequence; (2) separation of downstream analysis into abundant and non-abundant
sequences, where abundant sequences were typically defined as those for which 5 or more
replicates were observed ; (3) construction and sequencing of replicate libraries to assist in
the measurement and disambiguation of errors generated during library preparation versus
sequencing versus inadequate representativeness introduced through limited PBMC sampling.
The methods have been well-received in recent reviews [GMH+14, GPTK14, GIB+14] and
are directly applicable to the experiments proposed here.

Detection of public sequences A valuable clue in the detection of antigen-specific response are
public sequences observed in multiple individuals after immunization. Since the VH reper-
toire has been shown to be largely individual-specific, such sequences are rare. Nevertheless,
their occurrence has recently been documented in post-immunization BCR seq sequencing of
human subjects [TRG+15]. Since shared sequences occur more frequently among less diverse
VL sequences [GIB+14] extraction of paired VH :VL is likely to be of value as a mean of
detecting public antigen response regardless of the relevance of VL sequence to Ig affinity.
Tracking shared antigen response has the potential to be of great value in assessing vaccine
efficacy, but this aspect of BCR seq remains in early stages of development [DKR+15]

3 Ig seq

Serum assays for the presence of soluble Ig with affinity for immunogen-defined antigen provide the
fundamental measure of vaccine efficacy. While standard ELISA and western blot protocols can de-
tect the presence and affinity of such antibodies, they provide no background on the genetic develop-
ment from which they emerged. Ig-seq resolves LC-MS2 spectra from peptide fragments of Ig subsets
purified from serum against a sequence database obtained from BCR seq of an individual’s antibody
repertoire. Application of mass spectroscopy to mAb discovery had previously been attempted with
limited scope [BPP+08]. Maturation of technology for sequencing an individual’s antibody reper-
toire has provided the appropriate database for resolving fragments of circulating antibodies and
Ig seq has progressed rapidly since initial reports in 2012 [CBZ+12, SBP+12, WBL+13, LWG+14].
As with BCR seq, a number of parameters need to be considered in planning an Ig seq experiment.
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Figure 2: Sequence logo of CDR H3 obtained from an individual’s BCR seq database showing sites
of trypsin cleavage and the percentage of sequences. Image from [LWG+14].

Cell source Most soluble Ig is secreted by plasma cells primarily resident in the lymphoid organs,
spleen and bone marrow. These compartments are not accessible in human subjects. It is
not clear whether V sequences from plasmablasts accessible in serum are sufficient to resolve
peptides of circulating Ig. Early Ig seq experiments in rabbits and mice relied on splenic
B cells [CBZ+12]. However, more recent experiments in human subjects, which relied on
the antibody repertoire accessible from PBMCs, were able to successfully resolve circulating
Ig. Thus it appears that serum-based BCR seq may be sufficient for future animal-based
experiments.

F(ab’)2 vs full length Ig The Ig framework region is highly conserved thus confounding mapping
of peptide fragments to individual antibodies. The initial report [CBZ+12] included pepsin
digestion as one of multiple proteases used for fragmentation. More recent work from the
Georgiou lab applied pepsin digestion prior to affinity purification [WBL+13, LWG+14] thus
limiting purification and digestion to F(ab’)2 fragments.

Multiple proteases Replicate digestion with multiple proteases can yield greater diversity in the
peptide fragments sprayed. The approach used by Cheung and coworkers [CBZ+12] applied
four proteases, trypsin, pepsin, elastase and chymotrypsin, to the purified polyclonal fraction
to obtain separate LC-MS2 spectra for identification. In contrast, workers in the Georgiou
lab [WBL+13, LWG+14] applied pepsin digestion prior to affinity purification and a single
protease, trypsin. Since the BCR seq database is available before the Ig seq experiment, the
effect of protease selection can be anticipated by sequence inspection as shown in Figure 2.

VH :VL pairing A final step in Ig seq analysis is reconstruction of the complete sequence for
mAbs of interest, followed by synthesis and quantification of specificity and affinity via
standard ELISA and western blot assays. As noted previously, endogenous VH :VL pair-
ing needed for mAb synthesis is lost during BCR seq library preparation from bulk PBMC
cells. Three approaches have been applied to recovering this information: (1) combinatorial
ELISA and western blot assays over all VH and VL sequences identified in the BCR seq
database [CBZ+12]; (2) preservation of VH :VL pairing during library preparation via single-
cell protocols [LWG+14]; and (3) reconstruction of pairing via phage panning of fixed VH

sequences against libraries of VL sequences [WBL+13].

Incubation time The appropriate length of time between immunization and serum collection for
Ig seq varies with immunological properties of the individual. In rabbit and mice experiments,
blood was drawn 3 days after the final boost of a three-dose vaccination regime with 3 week
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separation [CBZ+12]. In human vaccination with a tetatun toxoid (TT) booster, blood was
collected 9 months post-boost [LWG+14].

4 Monitoring B-cell ontogeny as a tool for HIV vaccine develop-
ment

The search for an effective HIV vaccine has been bolstered by two findings: (1) the ongoing discovery
of a growing number of bNAbs, several with neutralization IC80 exceeding 85% of strains [KMN13]
and (2) the demonstrated ability of passive immunization with bNAbs to protect against HIV
infection in animal models [HRP+09]. Nevertheless, though promising vaccine templates appear
clearly visible, the B cell ontogeny necessary to guide Ig response to immunogens towards that goal
remains elusive. Detailed analysis of bNAb sequence and structure reveals them to be distant from
the inventory of germ-line predecessors [KM12, KMN13]:

1. for VRC01 class antibodies, only a few germline VH genes provide the framework sequence
required to effectively mimic CD4 receptors;

2. in all cases, sequence reveals significant hypermutation from germline;

3. for antibodies in the PG9-PG16 class, unusually long CDR H3s are required, indicating a
need for multiple addition/deletion events.

The “elite” nature of these antibodies relative to the mainstream adaptive response is underscored
by the length of time, typically several years of chronic infection, required for their development
and by their scarcity, they only arise in approximately 20% of infected individuals. This suggests
they may result from rare germ line recombination and a succession of rare maturation events so
that the path needed to recapitulate their development via immunogenic stimulus is likely complex:
there is no clear “road map” to the goal and the path appears challenging. In this context, tools
that provide insight into antibody development can be of assistance:

genetic analysis of the antigen-specific B cell repertoire may then allow
us to follow antibody development in the context of HIV-1 immunization to
determine if we can direct naive B cells towards the most relevant pathway of
affinity maturation and differentiation. Once such pathway-dependent B cell
maturation is adequately defined, it may then be possible to target specific
VH genes that optimize the chances of success in a vaccine [KMN13].

The value of monitoring B cell development is compounded for vaccines that target glycan or
glyco-peptide epitopes. The current inventory of known bNAbs can be roughly divided into four
structural classes [KM12] of which two involve glycan binding in combination with viral epitopes.
This includes the V1/V2 directed antibodies, such as PG9 and PG16, and the glycan/V3 class,
including 2G12 and PGT128. The difficulty of obtaining detailed structural information on HIV’s
native glycolisation pattern via conventional methods such as X-ray crystallography [HMK14] im-
plies that tools that can monitor sequence evolution may provide the best information currently
available for these classes of antibodies.
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